WORKING TOGETHER TO ACCELERATE
CLIMATE AND DEVELOPMENT ACTION

WHO WE ARE
We are a global coalition of countries and institutions
collaborating to drive transformational climate action
through sustainable development.
Through our Partnership, members leverage their resources and expertise to provide
countries with the tools they need to implement their NDCs and combat climate change
to build a better future.
In 2015, the world endorsed the Paris Agreement and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development. These historic accords presented countries with an unprecedented opportunity
to align the climate and sustainable development agendas to spur economic growth and
improve the livelihoods of all people.
Nations signal their commitments to the Paris Agreement through Nationally Determined
Contributions (or NDCs) – each country’s strategy to cut its own greenhouse gas emissions
and build resiliency against the negative effects of a changing climate. Countries will revise their
NDCs every five years to become more ambitious to limit Earth’s temperature rise and adapt to
its impacts.

OUR MEMBERS
The NDC Partnership has over 100 members, including
developed and developing countries in all regions of
the world, as well as major international institutions
and non-state actors.
Learn more about the NDC Partnership’s members at: ndcpartnership.org/members
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HOW WE WORK
The NDC Partnership works directly with national governments, international institutions,
civil society, researchers, and the private sector to fast-track climate and development action.

IN-COUNTRY
ENGAGEMENT

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE
SHARING

The Partnership engages directly
with ministries and other stakeholders
to assess needs and identify
opportunities for collaboration.
Members provide coordinated
assistance to advance NDC
implementation.

The Partnership supports nations
in achieving their climate goals by
increasing access to knowledge
resources and building a peer
community around the experiences of
countries implementing their NDCs.

HOW WE ACHIEVE RESULTS
We use a country-driven approach that helps governments set priorities and connect
them to available resources from across our membership. As every country has its own
needs and challenges, our approach adapts to each country’s unique situation.
The Partnership aims to increase alignment, coordination, and access to resources
to link needs to solutions.
1.	We support governments in
defining the processes, policies,
and plans required to deliver
NDC goals, alongside other
development objectives.
1. TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE AND
CAPACITY BUILDING

2. KNOWLEDGE
AND INFORMATION
SHARING

3. ACCESS
TO FINANCE

2.	We enable countries to learn
from and support each other,
turning local know-how into
global action through knowledge
tools and peer-to-peer exchanges.
3.	We facilitate countries in aligning
their NDC goals with financial
resources.

ENGAGING ON THE GROUND
In 2019, members of the NDC Partnership are working together to provide technical
assistance and capacity building in over 40 countries to effectively implement current
NDCs and increase ambition.

DID YOU KNOW?
These countries are developing NDC Partnership Plans to identify
climate priorities and match them to partner resources to accelerate
NDC implementation. Learn more at: ndcpartnership.org/how-we-work
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HONDURAS: A woman picks coffee beans in San Marcos, Honduras. The Government
is supporting farmers in capacity building and agricultural techniques to improve crop
yields, and ultimately their livelihoods, in a changing climate. Photo by Lexie Harris-Cripp

NEED NDC RESOURCES?
The NDC Partnership online
Knowledge Portal is a comprehensive
collection of over 1,000 tools and
resources to empower countries
with the information they need to
implement their NDCs.
Visit: ndcpartnership.org/knowledge-portal

FIND OUT MORE AND JOIN
THE NDC PARTNERSHIP
To learn more about the NDC Partnership and how we might work together:

VISIT: NDCPARTNERSHIP.ORG
EMAIL: SUPPORTUNIT@NDCPARTNERSHIP.ORG
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@ndcpartnership
linkedin.com/company/ndcpartnership
facebook.com/ndcpartnership
@ndcpartnership
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